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Due to the low solubility associated with metals, total metal determinations are of limited value in 

environmental studies because the amount available to biotic systems is generally only a fraction of the 

total concentration. In regard to the metals of Group 6 (VIB), the hexavalent species are considered a 

primary indicator of environmental risks due to the formation of thermodynamically stable, soluble anions. 

However, in the case of the transition metal tungsten, W (VI) is capable of partitioning into multiple forms, 

e.g. trioxide, tungstate, and polytungstate which may exhibit variation in solubility and affinity for soil. 

Therefore speciation techniques are required in order to differentiate between insoluble and readily 

mobile species. Qualitative solid-phase techniques such as NMR, XRF, and XRD are powerful tools for 

determining elemental composition and chemical speciation; however, lack the sensitivity necessary to be 

used for environmental levels. The disadvantages of these techniques are especially evident when 

compared to the quantitative detection limits that can be achieved with methods such as ICP-OES. The 

use of varying pH digestion conditions can provide selective dissolution for tungsten species allowing for 

a low level solid phase W speciation technique. Due to the selective nature of acid and base extractions, 

a differential digestion approach can be used to quantitatively confirm different anthropogenic W fractions 

such as WO4
-2, WO3, and metallic W. This approach to W speciation in concert with the use of total 

tungsten measurements has the potential to advance the knowledge of W interactions in the environment. 
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